GISB Standard Number: 2.3.27, 2.3.15, 2.3.24 and 1.3.14

Clarification or interpretation request:

Standard 2.3.27 states: “Allocated quantities and imbalances should be expressed in the same units as the nominated quantities.”

Standard 2.3.15 states: “There are two types of allocations: daily and monthly.”

Standard 2.3.24 states “Delivery point allocations should be provided at the lowest level of detail provided by nominations.”

In relevant part Standard 1.3.14 states: The standard quantity for nominations, confirmations, and scheduling is dekatherms per gas day in the United States...”

Possible interpretations or clarifications, if known:

Part one: Do these standards taken together mean that all allocated quantities and imbalance statements will at least provide daily quantity detail, even if the quantities are estimates?

It is our expectation that allocated quantities documents would be on both a daily and, presumably after the end of the month, on a monthly basis. In addition, it is our expectation that imbalance statements would also be on both a daily and, presumably after the end of the month, on a monthly basis.

Part two: Do these standards taken together mean that all allocated quantities and imbalance statements will also provide monthly quantity detail, even if the quantities are estimates?

As stated above, it is our expectation that allocated quantities documents would also be on a monthly basis. Likewise, it is our expectation that imbalance statements would also be on a monthly basis.